We present a solution to meet an unmet clinical need of an in-situ "close look" at a pulmonary nodule or at the margins of a pulmonary cyst revealed by a primary (screening) chest CT while the patient is still in the scanner. We first evaluated options available on current whole-body CT scanners for high resolution screening scans, including ROI reconstruction of the primary scan data and HRCT, but found them to have insufficient SNR in lung tissue or discontinuous slice coverage. Within the capabilities of current clinical CT systems, we opted for the solution of a secondary, volume-of-interest (VOI) protocol where the radiation dose is focused into a short-beam axial scan at the z position of interest, combined with a small-FOV reconstruction at the xy position of interest. The objective of this work was to design a VOI protocol that is optimized for targeted lung imaging in a clinical wholebody CT system. Using a chest phantom containing a lung-mimicking foam insert with a simulated cyst, we identified the appropriate scan mode and optimized both the scan and recon parameters. The VOI protocol yielded 3.2 times the texture amplitude-to-noise ratio in the lung-mimicking foam when compared to the standard chest CT, and 8.4 times the texture difference between the lung mimicking and reference foams. It improved details of the wall of the simulated cyst and better resolution in a line-pair insert. The Effective Dose of the secondary VOI protocol was 42% on average and up to 100% in the worst-case scenario of VOI positioning relative to the standard chest CT. The optimized protocol will be used to obtain detailed CT textures of pulmonary lesions, which are biomarkers for the type and stage of lung diseases.
| INTRODUCTION
In chest CTs of patients with lung disease it has been established that the texture in the vicinity of pulmonary cysts provides better differentiation of the lung disease, 1, 2 and details of the margins and the texture of lung nodules help classify the lung disease. [3] [4] [5] There is a need for a "close look" at a cyst or margin revealed by a screening scan, where a higher level of detail can improve the evaluation of disease clinically and computationally, thus improving diagnostic accuracy. 6, 7 Furthermore, such a "close look" can be particularly useful as a way to diagnose early stages of lung disease when the suspicious features are small or subtle. For example, in interstitial lung disease, early signs of disease which manifest as interstitial lung abnormalities (ILA) on chest CT scans have been associated with numerous risk factors for disease. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] A recent clinical study also concluded that changes in CT texture measures are significantly correlated with changes of pulmonary function in patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, and can be used to predict diminished function in these patients. 16 Therefore, a detailed view of such features would allow for earlier diagnoses, faster determination and better monitoring of treatment.
In the context of quantitative CT analysis, tissue texture is the pattern of density fluctuations in small groups of pixels. 8, 9, [16] [17] [18] The porous structure of lung tissue means a highly heterogeneous density distribution at the microscopic scale, below the resolution of clinical CT scanners. However, statistical sampling effects result in observable density fluctuation of the lung parenchyma at CT resolutions. This effect was studied by G. Kemerink and coauthors in the 1990s as a factor in the measurement of lung density. 19, 20 They showed that both the texture amplitude and the image noise level increase with decreasing voxel size (increasing resolution).
There are standard options available on clinical whole-body CT scanners to obtain high resolution in a screening chest CT. They include high-resolution CT (HRCT) scan from the data acquisition side, as well as high-resolution ROI reconstruction of raw data from a standard chest CT. The HRCT scan provides high resolution in 1-2 mm slices separated by 10 mm or wider gaps, and therefore can miss large portions of a cyst or miss small features entirely. The second option of ROI recon of primary scan data raises resolution but also increases the noise level. We found that the increased noise overwhelmed the texture signal in the lung-mimicking foam.
Therefore, our solution for a "close look" at a pulmonary cyst or nodule was to perform an additional, secondary scan that achieves high resolution and low noise in a small volume identified from the primary scan. To maintain SNR at high resolution, it is necessary to raise the photon flux through the targeted volume by concentrating the radiation dose. Volume-of-interest CT 21, 22 is an active research topic with innovative approaches in all aspects from system architecture to dynamic beam-shaping filters to image reconstruction, some of which are summarized by review articles in the field. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Some examples of experimental demonstrations include small-animal studies 28, 29 and implementations on tabletop or clinical c-arm CBCT systems. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] However, within the capabilities of current whole-body CT scanners, how to target a specific volume was the question we tried to answer. We chose a volume-of-interest protocol which combines a short-length axial scan of low rotation speed (high mAs) at the z position of interest with a small reconstructed FOV centered at the xy location of interest. The short z length means a short beam by the collimator which reduces the Dose-Length Product (DLP) and the Effective Dose (ED). In a chest phantom with a foam insert that had the same level of signal fluctuation as lung tissue 19, 20 and contained a simulated cyst, we comprehensively evaluated the dose, scan parameters and recon voxel sizes to optimize the scan for lung disease patients, as well as to understand the interplay between these parameters.
The optimization was based on the ratio between noise-sub- 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A | Lung tissue-mimicking phantom
To predict performance of the VOI protocols in lung imaging, we built a foam insert for a standard semianthropomorphic phantom (Cardio QRM) (Fig. 1) . The phantom had a central space for inserts. 37 The chest phantom was placed in a standard extension ring of 5 cm thickness to simulate adipose tissue around the body.
The insert space of the standard phantom was at its center, while its lung cavities had a uniform filling material and were inaccessible. Therefore, our foam insert was at the center of the phantom instead of the lung cavities. Besides the practical reason, both noise and resolution are generally dependent on the absolute position in the FOV as well as proximity to dense structures that give out artifacts. Given the complexity of this issue, our study was a comparative study in the same central location that is less influenced by these factors.
In a separate visual evaluation of the image resolution, the foam insert was replaced with the standard line-pair insert for the chest phantom.
2.B | CT scan and image reconstruction protocols
The study was performed on a Toshiba Aquillion One Genesis CT (Table 1) . These had a tube voltage of 120 kV, tube currents of 350-700 mA, and rotation speeds of 2-3 s per turn, which were also the total scan times. The prescribed FOV size only influenced the recon area, not the reported dose, which will be described below. The focal spot size of the scanner was small (nominal 0.8/0.9 mm) up to 350 mA tube current and large (nominal 1.5/1.6 mm) at 700 mA, hence the 350 mA current was chosen as one of the tested settings. The common point of all VOI protocols was an axial scan of minimum z length which provided high photon fluxes through a small volume. All VOI protocols copied the exact same z location, which was first positioned manually in the chest phantom.
For dose evaluation, dose values reported by the scanner, including CTDIvol and DLP are listed in Table 1 . The Effective Dose (ED), required by our IRB for research CT protocols, is defined as the biological effects from a nonuniform, partial-body exposure in terms of a whole-body exposure. Current guidelines include organ specific sensitivity in the form of the ICRP 103 organ weighting factor. 38 For the average ED estimate in a patient population where the scan location can be anywhere in the lungs, the average DLP to ED conversion factor of a chest scan that covers all organs in the chest was used. 38 For the worst-case ED, our medical physicist modeled a scan placed on the most sensitive organ in the chest, which was the breast, using the ImPACT spreadsheet and the ICRP 103 organ weighting factor, with input of the specific scanner model parameters by the CT vendor.
The image recon matrix size of the scanner was 512 9 512 in plane, with user-adjustable recon FOV and slice thickness. The published effective detector pixel size at isocenter is 0.5 mm. Following the manufacturer's recommendation for chest CT, the recon kernel FC52 was used for both standard and VOI protocols.
A range of FOV/pixel sizes and slice thicknesses were tested for each protocol. Table 1 shows all combinations of scan and recon settings that were evaluated for noise levels. Recon settings with relatively cubic voxels, where (pixel size/slice thickness) ratio was between 0.58 and 1.56, were evaluated for foam texture measurements as potential candidates for patient application. More elongated voxels were excluded for texture analysis to avoid extra averaging effect in the z direction, which reduces the texture amplitude. Foam texture amplitude measurements were made in both the lungmimicking foam and in the control foam. All measurements were made on a per slice basis in 10 slices that were evenly distributed over the 20 mm z length of the VOI protocol. The same set of 10 z locations were used for all measurements for consistency. The average and standard deviation of the 10 measurements for each quantity were used for statistics.
For each scan setting, the noise levels in the air hole r A for different recon slice thickness and FOV were plotted as a function of
, where V is the reconstructed voxel volume. 19 By the noise measurements, the recon settings for the VOI protocols that yielded the same noise level as the standard scan and recon setting were found.
We adopted Kemerink et al.'s measure of the visibility of the foam textures as the texture amplitude-to-noise ratio, 19 A T /r A , on a per slice basis. The texture amplitude A T of the foams, defined as the noise-subtracted amplitude of the texture signal, were quantified according to the equation
where r F is the standard deviation of the CT values in the foams. In the resolution study with the line-pair insert in the chest phantom, the smallest visible lines were visually determined. Visual comparisons were made in two ways. One way was to compare scan/recon combinations that gave equivalent noise levels. The other The "#" marks recon settings of relatively cubic voxels with ratios of (pixel size/slice thickness) between 0.58 and 1.56. The "*" denotes combinations having noise levels equivalent to the standard chest scan with the standard recon setting for lung imaging. was to compare the standard scan with the optimal VOI protocol at the same recon setting. In the latter, the optimal VOI protocol was chosen as the scan/recon combination that yielded the highest texture amplitude-to-noise ratio in the lung mimicking foam.
Additionally, noise power spectra of the standard and the optimal VOI protocol were measured in the air hole over the 10 z locations.
These were compared with each other to support the difference in line pair resolution between the two protocols.
| RESULTS
The measured random noise level in the air hole of the lung-mimicking foam for all scan/recon combinations are listed in Table 1 tocol. 19 For a given recon setting, the VOI protocols had higher CTDIvol and correspondingly lower noise levels than the standard scan ( Table 1 ). For example, at the 150 mm FOV/0.5 mm slice thickness recon setting, the ratio of noise between the standard scan and the 350 mAs/3s VOI protocol was 2.64 (P = 2.4E-14), and the corresponding inverse ratio of CTDIvol was 8.55. Figure 5 summarizes the foam texture visibility A T /r A defined in Section 2.C for all scan protocols and recon settings of relatively cubic voxels (marked by "#" in Table 1 ). In the lung-mimicking phantom, the VOI protocol of 350 mA/3s yielded the highest texture amplitude-to-noise ratio (TNR) with the recon setting of 150 mm FOV/0.5 mm slice. Specifically, the TNR increased from 0.56 of the standard scan to 1.81 of the 350 mA/3s VOI protocol (P = 6.6E-14).
The TNR of the 350 mA/3s VOI protocol was higher than the shorter 350 mA/2s VOI protocol (1.81 vs. 1.56, P = 1.7E-4). It was also higher than the 700 mA/3s VOI protocol having a large focal spot size (1.81 vs. Measurements of clinically relevant texture properties in the lung mimicking and the reference foams are summarized in Table 2 
| DISCUSSION
On a clinical CT scanner, we found that by concentrating the radiation into a short scan length combined with reconstruction in a small T A B L E 2 Difference of texture properties between the lung-mimicking and the reference foams. Measurements from the optimal VOI protocol and the standard scan are compared at the same recon voxel size of 0.29 9 0.29 9 0.5 mm 3 . Of the 26 texture properties evaluated, 13 had significantly different values between the two types of foam in both the standard and VOI protocols. These are listed. Of the 13, 12 properties had higher differences in the VOI protocol. On average, texture differences were 7.4 times higher in the VOI protocol compared to the standard. A major concern of the VOI protocol for lung imaging is motion blurring: the slow gantry rotation speed makes them more susceptible to cardiac pulsatile motion during the scan time. A possible solution to the problem is a prospectively cardiac-gated axial scan of multiple high-speed rotations over several heart beats in a breathhold. Prospectively gated scans are available on some clinical scanners for cardiovascular studies. It will be investigated as an alternative to the single-rotation axial scan in this study.
In this work, the optimization of the VOI protocol was performed on a specific scanner and we expect that the optimal parameters will vary by scanner models. Despite scanner variability, most clinical scanners support axial scans of short z length for such a VOI protocol. What we found specific to the scanner used in the study was that for the VOI protocol, the foam texture visibility was limited by the focal spot size. The evidence was that the 700 mA/3 s scan with the large focal spot size had a lower noise level but also lower TNR than the 350 mA/3 s scan of smaller focal spot size. Another finding, likely also scanner specific, was that the prescribed scan FOV had no significant effect on the dose values as reported by the scanner. It might indicate that the lateral width of the beam was not particularly adjusted with the prescribed FOV.
Besides lung imaging, the usefulness of an additional, on-thespot, secondary VOI protocol with high local radiant fluence could also be considered for other situations where a high-resolution ROI recon of the primary scan data generates too much noise for the structure of interest, for example in tumors and microcalcification. Whether the added diagnostic value warrants the incremental dose of a secondary scan is likely specific to the exam and the patient.
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